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Sonnets of the Farms
Copyright © 2006, 2010 by Browngrass Books

For the residents, flora and fauna, of the farms

Foreword
The North and South Farms at Mississippi State University are
special places valuable far beyond their working purpose of
serving the College of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine in
learning, service and research – the tripartite mission of this
land-grant university. To me these two farms are beautiful
places for wonderful daily walks (where in earlier years I ran),
ever interesting for their diversity of . The plants and the
animals there are both domestic and wild. The North Farm is
the crop farm – flat, with fields planted in cotton, soybeans,
corn, kenaf, sunflowers, millet, potatoes, peanuts, turf grass
and whatever, some four miles around. The South Farm is
hilly and over six miles around, with cows, horses, sheep,
catfish, fresh water shrimp, perhaps a donkey. Wildflowers
abound on both, along the multiple roads and creeks, in the
fields, and on the edge of the surrounding woods. And there
are tracks of deer, coyotes, raccoons, maybe a bobcat and
other wild things – sometimes a sighting. When I ran, I was
necessarily confined pretty much to the gravel roads, but
walking brings freedom to range on the grass over by the
fences, on the low dikes along the creeks, and even out on
open swaths in the fields among the crops. The sky and the
ground are ever changing there, and life plays out its cycle
with the seasons. Things live and die, grow and decline, in
both the small and large.

These two farms here have been a major factor in my own
career in engineering and high performance computing at
MSU, for so many times I have found release and
rejuvenation, inspiration, and even solutions out there. They
have been part of my day for the many years. So I’m glad I’m
at an Ag school.
These sonnets and other verses have accumulated over those
years, crystallizing and preserving experiences and things seen
on these farms. The pictures were taken over the course of a
single year during my daily walks on these farms. Engineers
think in terms of structures, and so the set structure of the
sonnet is appealing and enabling as a form of expression and
encapsulation. And that is the purpose of these verses – the
capture and recounting of things seen and experienced, and of
thoughts stimulated, out on these farms. Perhaps the best thing
about being an engineer is that the soft things are for release.
Starkville, MS
September 2006, October 2010

Seasons of the Farms
Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter
Anytime
Other verse out there
Thanks
Purpose
Church
Colors
Brown Grass

Spring

1
The South in spring: when life springs all around,
Brought back from slumber by the rising light.
Spring beauties, small, prolific near the ground,
Now tan grass cover, snow roadsides to white.
Then comes the grass we call spring moss to green,
Before Bermuda can regain its prime.
Bright buttercups then dominate the scene,
And flame the fields in yellow glow sublime.
The calves and colts and lambs emerge to life:
All shades of white and red and brown and black.
The air is full of birds and insects rife,
And trees go green and gain their leafage back.
Full flood of life that bursts out on the South
Brings to my ear a song, words to my mouth.

2
Spring paints the Farms with broad and lovely stroke;
Her brush is dipped in white, though yet in Feb,
To spread the roadsides with spring beauties, cloak
There grass so densely white at winter’s ebb.
Then to the palette’s yellow goes her brush,
Takes color on full well to paint the fields
From fence to fence with buttercups so lush That green to solid shiny yellow yields.
These things are not the same in place each year,
But vary as the artist takes her whim:
Anticipation is delight out here,
To see if she will now paint bright or dim.
Contrast must be, in nature as in art,
And so in life: the quintessential part.

3
In spring the film of native green spreads now
To coat the muddied furrows of the North.
Brown turns to infant green fore comes the plow,
And tractors then with seed behind go forth
To penetrate and impregnate the ground
With beans and cotton, millet, corn, kenaf,
And promise life will yet again rebound
To so belie the wintered epitaph.
Then planted seed by plan again does shove
By force of growth the tender shoot to air:
Life’s fingers then so reach and shed their glove,
And clothe the fields in shades of green, all fair.
Life on the North thus springs up from the ground:
Hope yet again that meaning can be found.

4
Flowers of spring on the South and the North:
First comes the henbit, wee purple delight,
Tiny white chickweed has stars springing forth,
Then come spring beauties: roadsides painting white,
Toadflax of blue, rising all along fence,
Lyre-leaf’ed sage is done also in blue,
Blue-eyed grass and tiny bluets intense,
Looking glass - Venus - is tall and blue too.
Buttercups, yellow, are spring’s shining star:
Shiny slick petals, a’blaze in the sun,
Green fields they cover, o’re hill and vale far Lingering long ‘til their show is all done.
Wherever I look there is beauty in sight:
Spring again comes, and rekindles the light.

5
The clover is white all over the green,
Or crimson and large, but for a short run,
Small hop and burr clovers: yellow is seen,
Here prairie white clover stands in the sun.
A clover of purple, known here as Russian.
Here white or in pink and tall is fleabane.
A clover of pink, is known here as Prussian.
White privet hedge – Oh, my hay fever bane,
White Cherokee roses o’er the fencerows Are one of the glories of every year.
The wood sorrel, small on ground yellow shows,
Gardenia wild, white and purple does bear.
From closets of earth, so brings the spring out
Wide spectrum of raiment, so the Farms shout.

6
Walking the South in the spring of the year,
Pastures for horses now – once were for sheep.
Wond’ring from distance, why, coming them near:
Flock should be running, what terror so deep?
As I approached them, I saw a coyote
Chasing them madly across the brown field;
Saw him a lamb taking down, hope remote.
I kept on coming, not thinking to shield,
They were in pasture, I walking along.
But when he saw me, the coyote let go.
Lamb lying still down, I thought it was gone;
Then it got up, was no worse for the show.
Life is capricious, things live and things die:
Want of a chance, for some thing to pass by.

7
Out on the South in the piquance of spring,
Life coming new so to turn all to green:
O’er the fence corner there lay a poor thing
There in the grass, almost not to be seen.
As I came nearer I saw the young fawn
Trying to rise but availing naught; it’s
Hind legs were still while the front struggled on.
Coyote will come, while defenseless fawn sits Must have attempted the fence when too young,
Jumping and hurting on landing its spine.
So now it waits for the death that must come,
Knowing not life more that might have been fine.
Wanting to help, but could not intervene:
Script was all written - this was but a scene.

8
Henbitten fields, and there purple pervades:
Parallel streamers on top the long rows.
Days getting longer, the light all persuades:
Greening the mud as the color here grows First bit of spring coming now to the North.
Bradfords in white, and then redbuds dark pink,
Small leaves are forming and buds breaking forth Heady the wine in my eyes here to drink.
Wondrous it is that the fields plowed in fall,
Left through the winter, worn smooth by the rain,
Seed has come somehow to cover it all:
Glorious painting, I cannot explain Seed through the air, maybe stored in the dirt?
Beautiful palette here spring does assert.

9
Deep in the woods of spring: the white dogwood:
I see it on North’s wooded western edge.
Small leaves emerge from buds and all is good.
Along the creeks comes white of privet hedge,
Then later elderberry’s white domed crown Some would a wine from these small berries vint Not to my taste: it does evoke a frown But nice along the creeks until it’s spent.
There’s Chinaberry’s flowered purple star,
White flowered vines entwine along the fence.
On hill a vineyard, no more up to par The muscadines: no longer wine from thence.
I wish that MSU still made its wine,
And had not let the vineyard here decline.

10
On hill above the fields in early morn,
To watch the silent mist, as birds here sing.
This hill, Enology does still adorn,
And looks down on the naked North in spring.
The rising sun will burn away the mist,
But ere it does, enchanted here I stand.
On trellised vines above, the grapes persist,
And maples here in front that blaze so grand
In fall, imploring now spring’s sun to come
And fling to fruit the fields, the trees and vines;
Restore the sound, bring back the insect hum,
Bring golden color to these muscadines.
Magnolia bloom and pine cones on the ground:
Watch from this hill the spring again rebound.

11
Fields of the North go flat as spring grows old:
Now plowed and planted, still like placid lakes.
Gone is the scrub that came with winter cold,
No hint as yet of what the planting makes.
The sun will pull brown surface up; transform
Into the undulating waves of green.
Some will to cotton rise, to beans or corn,
That’s yet to come - now all the Farm still seen.
Life will return, and crops assume their form:
And varied heights will come; I walk along
The pregnant rows, from whence the green’s reborn,
And hear out here again dear Pippa’s song.
Were not the brown, the green could only mean
A static state, not a returning dream.

Summer

1
The summertime North: like a relief map
Of green, a third dimension rising there,
Emerging from the flat plowed fields to wrap
The brown nourishing dirt with tier on tier
Of varied crops, flooring its hemisphere No longer open view - growth does transpose
This droll perambulating sonneteer
Into a sea of green as there he goes.
The stalks and leaves and buds that form the clothes
Now of the furrowed fields that once were drab
Instantiate the plan that nature knows,
And so reach out for air and sun to grab.
High summer dimension of verdant green,
Full powered growth and here perception keen.

2
The South is full of sound in summertime:
The insects sing soprano, birds alto;
Cows sing the bass, the frogs the tenor line Sheep, horses sing an obbligato low.
From trees the locusts send a steady hum,
Tree frogs define the steamy August night.
Cacophony without a score, the sum
Of life expressing presence, as is right.
There’re accent notes from turtles making splash,
And also from the sky, shrill shriek of hawk,
Soft swish of buzzard wings as feathers plash.
New concert offered there each time I walk.
This choir is worthy of a natural church And sings its song as I for meaning search.

3
Flowers of summer, the Farms now betide:
Pink and white primrose on roadsides abound Petals spread large, yellow pollen inside.
Primrose – another - down low on the ground,
Yellow and small at the edge of the fields.
Ever vervain: it’s wee purple and tall,
On through the summer, when everything yields
To the heat’s pressure, flowers fade until fall.
Lace, white, of Queen Anne, hedge parsley also,
Corn salad rims the woods white all about,
White meadow beauties now here and there show.
Pink on woods edge: wild petunia looks out.
Best of them all, cotton flower on North:
Large - white, pink, purple, will boll then bring forth.

4
The woods on North’s edge have breath of their own,
As sweltering summer presses air down.
The green welling up from seeds that were sown:
Low soy and tall corn, the cotton’s white crown.
Sesbania, kenaf, are there with them too,
Boltonia, asters, sneezeweed and yarrow:
These late summer flowers give season its due Ah, nothing here says life ever is narrow.
The weight of the heat is essence of life
Down here: Mississippi, hanging on long,
And molding it all, implacable strife,
But wresting from ground: continuing song.
At mercy of storms, life here plays it out:
A bountiful yield, or all lost to drought.

5
Summer, and now on the South in the heat,
Road down the west, with the woods on my right,
Fields on my left, all with green grass replete.
Truck comes along, two vet students alight:
“Seen you a dog here, perchance, a bloodhound?
Female of brown, she being psychotic.”
Said I would watch, so to help her be found,
I walked then on, eyes scanning fields rustic,
Looking in distance, attentive the more,
Keener perception than usual had I
And sharper ken of this place I adore Never out there did dog come to my eye.
Back behind soccer fields - by CVM:
There was the hound, so I called in to them.

6
There’s yellow sneezeweed: small petals like fans Called bitterweed also, making milk bad.
Red cardinal flower, sometimes in there stands
There down on creek bank - wish more to be had.
American beauties: blue on a stem,
White-crowned elderberry, there on the creek,
And yellow sunflowers, big-leafed, are a gem.
Small nutweed in white on ground is so meek,
Red trumpet vine climbing, over is grown,
Big moth mullein, yellow: the camper’s friend,
And passionflower, purple - maypops as known A prim ballerina dancing is kenned.
By midsummer time, most gone to the heat,
But while they are here, they’re not to be beat.

7
Full summer now, the weight lies on the land:
No longer to the roads am I confined,
But ranging free in fields with crops to hand
In open rows between, as were designed.
The smell of fresh cut grass sometimes is here:
I walk amid the cuttings and the stalks.
White sky and humid: push aside the air
To pass in summer on these sweaty walks;
But sometimes hot and dry, and blue the sky,
With puffy clouds, perhaps a breeze will blow:
Evaporative cooling, me to dry.
All part of Mississippi, well I know.
Hangs on too long, does summer’s heat, but then
It readies one for season’s change again.

8
I’d never known ‘till I was in the rows
Amid the cotton that here grows a kind Five-pointed leaf, as marijuana shows.
It has the bolls that open white, I find:
Tis surely cotton – hardly is a doubt.
But this strange form is only sparsely sown:
Same green, dispersed thus randomly about,
I wonder of what name it could be known.
True, cotton’s fiber, as so is kenaf (Another crop out here that apes the weed.
But never smoke, or else you’ll feel its wrath.)
Just aberration, or from other seed?
So much to see if one but walks these fields
And takes to mind as nature secrets yields.

9
Dark clouds in the sky, but still I am here
Out walking the North with northwest all dark,
Sky painted to black, feel rain in the air,
The frogs giving voice, in storm I embark.
The wind rises up, down draughts, thundercloud;
Dust devils in swirl all over the roads.
I see the rain coming, as to enshroud,
Five seconds to mile, sound lightning unloads A mile yet away, but coming closer.
I’m two from a shelter, strikes coming nigh:
It’s time to start running – dalliance, no sir As flat the North, head’s way up too high.
I’m one with the tempest, caught by the storm,
But running feels good, still got me some form.

10
Sweltering heat with the sun’s bearing down
Heavy the North in full summer’s onslaught,
Leadening effect that now stifles all sound,
Wilting and wanting of water for naught:
Cotton still struggles to bring forth its bloom,
Only to thigh-high it rises this year Would that rain comes so its growth could resume.
Times were, per Faulkner, when cotton would rear
Taller than head of a man on a horse.
Now a big tractor with cooling in cab,
Cotton rows planted allow for its course,
Seeds now a product from out of a lab.
Planet is changing, for both good and bad:
Ever a battle between glad and sad.

11
Walking along over hills of the South:
Fence on each side, gravel road in between.
Wondering, musing – words come to my mouth:
Later on laptop a sonnet is seen.
Cattle and horses, the hogs and the sheep;
Egrets and cormorants, catfish and shrimp.
Hot and it’s summer but breezes there sweep:
Nature was never known out here to skimp.
Cattle are lowing, birds singing, insects:
Late summer katydids buzzing in grass;
Sound of cicadas from woods is unchecked:
Summer, full summer – life calls as I pass.
Farms are for Ag, but I make them my own:
Loving the time when I’m out here alone.

12
Though full in green, the summer on the Farms
Is somewhat lacking contrast, as hot sun
Shines daily down, with hours long, and harms
The weaker plants - spring flowers are all done.
And massive green predominates the fields,
As does the brown of winter in its stead.
The crops are strong, from sun not wanting shields;
The summer’s weight is heavy: some things dead.
No gentle rain, nor general, o’re all,
But must on passing thunderstorms depend
For chance of water: here, not there, to fall Or there, not here, and so may drought extend.
So summer is to winter, in a way:
More uniform in painting, would I say.

13
The ground itself is hot, relentless sun I feel it through my boots, though amply shod.
But heat is part of summer course’s run,
So one does but acknowledge with a nod:
This Mississippi is: lush, green and full Deep green the beans, the cotton next, corn tall;
The woods, a tangled mass of vines, would pull
An errant hiker in and him enthrall,
And insects put to orbit round his head,
While poison ivy threatens him below.
So I keep to the Farm and walk instead
On grass at edge of woods, where flowers show.
The gravel’s crunch, the grass’s swish sound forth
As music of my boots here on the North.

14
The creeks are nearly dry now on the North
That times in storm can rage to twenty feet,
And limestone white on bottom there shows forth
As water gives up substance to the heat.
Green mossy streamers, once were swept downstream,
Are desiccated now, embalmed along
The arid pockmarked bottom to beseem.
No haven here: snakes, turtles, minnows gone.
Yet came I on a snake in culvert’s pool:
In mouth, the head of bullfrog twice his girth.
How could this work? I thought the snake a fool,
But next day gone they were: he proved his worth.
The one must die so that the other lives No gentler rule here nature ever gives.

15
North in full summer: the flowers are few Enduring vervain: tall, bright purple dots.
Heat takes me back to a time I once knew Dust in the road, as was then in the lots
That served a field where our baseball was done.
Dark brooding woods permeated by heat
Steaming, primeval: they swallow the sun.
Cotton chest high, and the corn is complete;
Dark green the carpet of cotton and beans,
Speckled all over with crème cotton bloom.
High summer full here of all that life means:
No hint yet comes of the winter’s gray gloom.
Rosepink, blue mistflower, red blazing star,
Sunflowers yellow: these all that now are.

16
Sneeze weed abundant, and one single horse:
Comes to the fence, is so tagged “Baby Boy” Glad for diversion, he joins in my course
On down the road, as my walk I enjoy.
White water lilies, green pads on the pond There for the catfish, but beauty it shows;
Fair floating primrose, in yellow, is yond:
Gracing the edge of the water, it grows.
Cormorant aviary - thieves they are known.
Diving for catfish, the farmer’s true bane Just nature’s way – for who does the fish own?
Ever a contest, but man has the brain.
Summer’s abundance: life plays every stage:
All of the senses, the Farms do engage.

17
Cows shelter under trees in summer sun:
The heat intense, but still I walk the South
On Sunday morning where I used to run,
Back then in younger years, but now my mouth
Takes from the Farm these words to sonnets form.
The North, as South: perambulating bard I meet but few - surprised that be the norm,
For no one from this wonder is debarred,
But glad I am discovery is want,
For though I sing the Farms here so, I’m loath
To share this solitude, would say avaunt.
Yet sad I am that many miss them both:
I take them for my own, and yet I would
Share freely with all who them understood.

Fall

1
Early September, summer has broken
After a summer of sweltering heat:
Light not in August - Faulkner unspoken.
Dry days continued, not missing a beat;
The grass was all browned; the creeks were near dry;
And cattle were huddled tight in trees’ shade;
The thunderclouds roiled the late August sky;
Bermuda high weakened, progress was made:
Front came on down and it didn’t stall out Presage of fall, though the heat may return.
North now is weary of struggling with drought,
Bearing the weight of sun’s incessant burn.
September is here; the mornings are cool Remember the warmth when cold hands are rule.

2
Moving to fall, and some mushrooms spring out:
White on green carpeted field of turf grass.
As by some magic, they suddenly sprout
Forming a big ring where fairies did pass.
Fine sight in sun on the North in mid day;
Wonder what rituals were here in moonlight,
Unseen and unknown, of fairies at play Once I must walk on the Farms in the night.
Some would go searching the pastures on South:
Mushrooms intoxicant, riding to high.
Only the fairies can take these to mouth
Dance without fear that dark death may come nigh.
Farms hold some mysteries, secrets untold:
Ever the cycles of nature unfold.

3
Scuppernongs ripening, bronze on the vine,
High on a ridge overlooking the North:
Scruffy old vineyard that once was in line,
Wine was made here, with research coming forth.
Corn rustling, dry and brown - fall coming in;
Beans hanging full, awaiting the harvest;
Katydids in the tall grass make a din;
Sesbania scent is distinctive, impressed.
Cotton bolls opened, with leaves falling down,
Full fluffy, white, and it’s snowing the fields.
Cottonwood leaves serve to give the breeze sound;
Goldenrod coming as summer’s grip yields.
Uniform green that full summer held high,
Painted more varied as things start to die.

4
Labor Day – South - in bright noontime sun;
Breeze from the north, and it’s pleasantly warm.
Moving to fall, summer’s course almost run;
Soon season’s paintbrush the scene will transform.
Dust devil swirling along on the road,
Lifting the dust in an orange vortex high;
Moving to grass, taking leaves as its load,
Up I them follow into the blue sky.
Blue morning glory entwined on the fence,
Japanese virgin: her bower in white,
Draped over bushes on creek bank, so dense Tells of fall coming and is a delight.
Glad for the heat to depart from the Farms
So that the fall can display all its charms.

5
Amazing how summer suddenly breaks
It hung on so hot and stayed for so long.
Some nights in the 60’s, all that it takes,
Sun moving to north, not shining as strong:
A feel to the air, more blue in the sky.
The cotton and beans are dropping their leaves I watch the progression, passing them by.
The light has gone golden, all now enwreathes.
Sweetgums showing color, berries gone black
On vines on the fence; broomsedge small and green.
White bushes in field as fall’s coming back:
A new aspect pervades now all the scene.
Fall’s just beginning to use its palette,
Green of the summer still lingering yet.

6
Farms in the fall, as now nature takes rest
After the summer’s incessant wild growth:
Of all the seasons, the one I like best.
Flowers again, and there’s color on both Yellow of goldenrod, gray of ragweed:
Bane of the nose, but delight to the eye.
Susans, black-eyed, add more yellow, indeed All this displayed ‘neath a brilliant blue sky.
Cotton like snow now, the leaves are all gone;
Corn is cut down; the beans hang in brown pods.
Up from the ground, wealth again there has grown:
Cycle of life is dependable: God’s.
Taking inside so the fall as I go,
Virtual climax brought on by the show.

7
Sky all aflame with the sunsets in fall:
Half-dome on North has spectacular show.
Hickory leaves, gold, are the largest of all;
Sumac is red, purple asters below.
Up on the hill, the Enology lab:
Maples up there are the jewels of the Farm,
Red, gold, antithesis this is of drab,
Standing now soft, all the North has such charm.
Muscadines orange, mid dry leaves on the vine;
Holly’s red berries, white triplet popcorn.
Grapes that are here: better visage than wine.
Farms in November, all colors adorn.
Fall fore dull winter: orgasmic color
Springs from the summer’s lovemaking splendor.

8
Some flowers return in fall out on the Farms:
Tall evening primrose, yellowing creek banks,
The glorious goldenrod, with sinuous arms,
Sesbania, yellow; partridge pea here ranks
With all the best; and ragweed shows its white,
So also groundsel, with its bush a ball To crème the edge of woods: it’s quite a sight.
And butterfly: the weed – white, fragile, tall.
White asters, purple, small and near the ground.
The triplet fruit, white, of the popcorn tree,
And katydids in long grass making sound,
Kenaf is blooming, yellow: let it be.
The lady Susan: yellow and black-eyed The scene does reign, and cannot be denied.

9
It’s fall on the North: the groundsel is white:
As breasts of the woods, in want to be seen.
Fall’s clothes are resplendent, shining in light:
Too soon will be shed, brief time in between
The luscious, voluptuous green of summer,
Soon naked and stark, winter exposure.
The North is a woman, much as it were,
Fecund, and in summer’s leaves so demur;
She bears then her fruit in summer’s full sun,
Then letting her gorgeous clothes to all fall They gracing the ground, her limbs all laid bare:
She’s standing and waiting, cold, nude, in thrall
Till spring again comes: impregnate once more,
And all of her beauty then to restore.

10
Dry ground of fall opens the North to all
The routes that I might take, through fields of crops
Maturing now, some cut down, paths there call
To me to walk ‘tween rows, as foliage drops.
To shoulder with tall corn, dry, rustling so
As I pass through, or out with cotton green
Still blooming, opening bolls, its white to show,
Or beans, the dry brown pods await machine
To come, collect them, as will later be
Also the case for cotton’s white, leaving
As scattered spots of lint: harvest debris
On ground and on the spent stalks yet cleaving.
Sesbania, millet - they invite me too,
Too thick kenaf, for me to go on through.

11
The solstice comes now to the South and brings
Transition to winter; the leaves to ground,
The trees now it bares of painted coverings
Thus opening the woods, to admit more sound.
The frost turns Bermuda light lovely tan,
Inviting a touch, shines uncut in sun.
The prairie grass high as the head of man;
And brown is the color: now green all done.
There out in the pasture, downed cow the site
For gathering of buzzards: and death to life.
Black feathers and bones tell of ended flight:
But cycle continues, sustaining strife.
Dry ground of the fall goes to winter’s mud And water in soaks, to spring back: life’s blood.

12
Out on the South, a reverent Sunday morn:
I walk in tune with nature’s choir, commune.
And sometimes interact, perchance to warn,
But never with these creatures to oppugn.
I walked along on one such day in fall,
And came upon an inattentive squirrel:
Had wandered much too far from tree there tall,
Exposed to what might from the sky unfurl.
On catching sight of me he broke and ran Though I was not the danger thought, twas good
He took his fright from me, his run began,
For then I saw a hawk fly from the wood.
By chance I came along and one runs yet,
While flies another with life’s need unmet.

13
As fall moves on to late the North is changed:
What once was high comes once again to ground.
For white, the cotton has its green exchanged;
Where were the flowers, now opened bolls abound.
The leaves, dry brown, are shed, fibers expose,
And standing snowballs stretch across the field.
Machin’ed hands now sweep on through the rows From what they miss, could gleaning something yield?
Then stalks are cut, the stubble stands yet down
In fallen lint that lines the furrow’s trough;
Comes next the plow, returning fields to brown Would winter know these fields did cotton doff?
Brown goes high green, then naked white, then brown Life rises up, and once again lies down.

Winter

1
The roads are gravel here – not bad – mostly
I walk the beckoning grass by edge of fence,
Grass winter tan and short; I’m roaming free
Of running’s former stress, with preference
Now for nature’s myriad eloquence
Expressed out here in seasons on the Farms.
Conditions change but still I come here, since
The wind and rain, the cold, the heat, have charms:
Though may infringe the fun, they do not harm,
As sun and clouds here vie to paint the sky.
From thunder’s roll I take not much alarm,
But watch the water in the creeks rise high.
My special place, these Farms both South and North:
They draw me out and bid a song go forth.

2
Two different scenes, each with its own appeal:
Plow-flattened open North, straight furrows stand
Between the cutting creeks with dikes to seal
Rain water off that crops may grace the land.
I walk these dikes and thus my routes expand.
A great blue heron rises from the creek,
There’re often ducks, as if I so it planned,
And turtles slip off logs; frogs jumping squeak.
Coyote track, of deer, dark drama speak,
And buzzards as they circle overhead:
By bones and fur or feathers of the weak The Farms tell of the living and the dead.
The North stands muddy, cold in winter rain,
And quietly waits till spring brings life again.

3
The hill’ed South, where pastures gently roll,
With cows and sheep and horses fen’ced here.
The grass now painted brown of winter’s toll
And gray the trees, so in this season drear,
That stand along the outer roads, austere.
Long rows of hay, rolled when in summer’s green
Against the time that green would disappear
And stock be left with but this dry cuisine.
Here hogs are too, but heard and smelled, not seen,
As so the chickens, fanned and shut from strife.
And catfish ponds draw egrets to the scene:
This vibrant rolling land exuding life.
The South is quiet now in the winter rain,
And life here waits till spring explodes again.

4
Trees edge the North and ease the winter wind,
So as they bound the north and western sides.
The furrowed fields in plain of winter blend,
Belie variety spring’s seed provides.
Pervading mud, with remnant of last crop A speckled white of cotton mixed in brown,
Small bits of cob and cornstalk out on top So fertile, waiting ‘til the seed comes down.
The frost-seared clover: yellow with the green;
Brave henbit, small, anticipating spring
Has scattered purple dots on winter’s scene.
But still the birds and insects wait to sing.
Brown winter mud of North still does retain
A memory of crown it will regain.

5
The South is long into the winter’s wind
That cuts straight down and ups the parka’s hood,
When leaden skies the songs of birds suspend
And fallen leaves have op’ed the bounding wood.
Green cedars accent gray of wooded fringe
Above the fence entwined by drooping vine.
Crows call, complain, and on the peace impinge;
A hawk above would on some small thing dine.
Gray trees in fields stand skeletal, yet brave
O’re silent bulls drawn by the cold to ground.
Blackbirds in folding and refolding wave:
Defining feature is the lack of sound.
The South is peaceful now in winter’s hold,
And wears the stoic mantle of the cold.

6
In winter swollen creeks will rage the North
And scatter varied jetsam high on dikes.
The water only knows from whence came forth:
Discarded trash, toys lost by some poor tykes.
Remains of life here carried by this flow
Tell ends of tales but nothing of the start.
The stream tells not whence came that fallen doe,
Or how the loss of something broke a heart.
A thin green cover graces fields’ brown dirt,
Almost not there, as winter hates to yield
Or welcome give when spring comes in to flirt.
But late sun paints lines shining in the field.
The streams and fields tell thus of life and death:
In bleakest winter, still the North finds breath.

7
No flowers now, just fuzz of dandelion;
Grass tanned by frost, with dots of onion green.
Doves jump to flight, though free here from the gun;
Burnt orange of broomsedge livens up the scene.
Creeks priveted, deep purple berries hang
As grapes would cluster on a better vine But these are for the waxwing’s hunger pang.
The Farm provides, but not all is benign:
The spectral red scene of the East Corral,
By cattle haunted, coming there for pain.
On high the buzzards, pastoral locale,
In sunshine, clouds, and in the winter rain.
The South shows life, but death is hosted too:
As winter/spring, so here both rendezvous.

8
In wintertime, the North has sundogs, here
Where open vista spreads abroad the sky.
Two flank the sun, one either side the glare:
Late afternoon, by thin clouds cold on high,
Prismatic swatch of color split by ice:
High crystals, when conditions are just right.
A pair alone a brilliant sight so nice,
But sometimes there’s a third above at height.
So also contrails span the great blue dome,
And paint enduring long and strong white line
Across the sky from side to side, as flown.
Look up or down or out, the North is fine.
The open scene a floor’ed hemisphere
To fill the eyes, here time and space are near.

9
The quiet of winter South is striking, fine:
E’vn muffed are the sounds of insects, birds,
Without accustomed lowing are the kine.
And one can hear the mind as thinks the words.
So is it when the wind’s not awfully strong,
But whisp’ring soft around my covered head.
Perhaps a hawk shrieks as it flies along,
And one might wish the crows were elsewhere fed.
I love the swishing sound of boots in grass,
And crunching as they stride the gravel road.
It’s easy wish that winter soon would pass,
But now I savor more this pensive mode.
The South speaks volumes in any season;
My time out here restores my own reason.

10
The winter’s mild in general down here:
One day is warm, and then another cool.
If snow at all, it comes but on third year,
Or so tis thought to be accepted rule.
I’ve walked the roads of South when ice encased,
And snow then covered rolling fields in white.
This blanket other colors there erased,
Left all the Farm to shimmer in the light.
The fence wire barbs became a string of pearls,
And broomsedge tops: fired lanterns seem to burn.
Low sun and watery eyes put light to swirls
And sparkled icy grass to twists and turn.
I walked the roads but left white fields pristine:
But once in thrice so jewel’ed is this queen.

11
Color the winter South with softer brush
And subdued palette in a gentler light.
The fields are multi-shaded tan, but flush
With silver streaks from standing water bright.
Road, caramel, is matte with damp, yet site
Of sparkling wetted rocks lit by the sun.
Meniscus curves that cling to grass ignite
Bright sparks on surface pools where water’s run.
Some strokes of greenish-brown are also done
For grass that’s more immune to touch of frost
That’s painted tan from shining straw to dun,
As o’er the fields her icy brush has crossed.
Pervading tan: Bermuda’s winter hue
Is South’s motif, expressed ‘neath clouds or blue.

12
As tan the grass, so gray the trees appear,
Save full-greened cedar and green/yellowed pines.
Some oak leaves sing the wind and yet adhere,
While most paint brown ‘neath green entangling vines:
That, more than open, here the woods defines.
Big balls of beaux d’arc, black with winter rot:
The fruit of thorn’ed fiend - use none assigns.
White fungus paints black wood that life forgot.
Enduring green with red and yellow spot
Entwines the fence and bushes sparkling creek.
Stacked three on four on five, round bales are sot:
Once golden straw till air the gray did seek.
Mid muted colors in sad winter’s tow,
Is burnt-orange broomsedge out on South in show.

13
North struggles in late winter: cold with warm.
Still stand the fields encased in furrowed mud
Where buried cornstalk fingers, reaching, form
A prayer for life’s renewal and rebud.
Nigh, plow-left cotton-sugared stubble shows
As cheek of withered man improvident.
The gleam of bits of cornstalk flecks the rows.
Once yellowed cobs, now orange, the mud accent.
White stars of chickweed, early courage took.
In shepherd’s purse the small white flowers fan.
From stacked green ruffles, purple henbit look
Out over wetted brown and grass still tan.
The clouds hang low and bloated, full with storm,
And life endures, for change is but the norm.

14
The roads stay damp from rain: too little sun
Is offered to the North this time of year,
And darkened pools o’re grass command have won.
There’s life for some, but some will disappear:
A hawk his station keeps into the wind Across the way a black coyote walks Talons descend to grasp and life to rend;
Along the creek, hawk inattention stalks.
Only the smell today remains and charts
Where sundered possum laid there in the grass.
But yellow dandelion here n’er departs,
Though most all else has time, and then must pass.
Life takes from some that others may survive
Through deadened winter, ‘til the spring arrive.

15
The North took rain all day the day before;
Now pools stand silver in the slanting sun,
And foam and diamonds from a culvert pour;
More flotsam lines mark where high creeks have run.
Along the fence, down just beside the road,
Black opal water strand is fringed in gold.
Staccato slapping feet in liftoff mode:
So ducks depart lagoon and respite’s fold.
Sun through bare branches forms concentric arcs.
There silver shining, focusing the rays
The mud shows tracks of dog - somewhere one barks;
There’s beauty even when the land’s in grays.
The rain and sun, their interplay out here:
Continued chorus – North - a chanticleer.

16
The winds like spring on South in December,
Sun in a blue sky and warmth in the air:
Gray trees standing bare, lost leaves remember,
Flowers deceived by this ambiance fair.
Comes standing shepherd’s purse, chickweed in white,
And henbit dares to show its purple head;
Even yellow buttercups respond to light,
Rye grass of green belies cold winter’s dread.
But by the road has come a fox to lie,
With only tire track seen to mar its fur:
Still beautiful, this early morn did die.
Perhaps in thought of spring did he bestir?
Though cold or warm, as winter day be found In either mode, the Farms my favored ground.

17
It’s January, but the North is warm:
A brave, foolhardy green encroaches brown.
The sky of mottled clouds and sun: brews storm Tomorrow raging creeks some things will drown.
The sun illuminates the fuzzy sphere
On shining light green stalk of dandelion:
They march for now but soon will disappear On through the air, more yellow so begun.
Brown still from dark in mud to tan in grass;
From black to silver standing water bright:
Impatient green awaits the winter’s pass.
A mole lies dead upon the levee’s height.
Seductive warmth tempts life from out of ground,
But winter stalks a premature rebound.

18
The winter wind returns with still its bite
And sweeps the sky to blue, but gone the warm
That higher green and yellow did excite
In clover, dandelion, before the storm.
Aeolian tones sing from the wires in wind,
And killdeer scream short notes o’re muddied fields;
Lagoon’s small winded waves catch light and send
Bright bursts of sparks to fire as surface weals.
A mass of turtles mounts lagoon’s long pipe;
Black dots of turtle heads the surface stipple.
And floating ducks in classic stereotype,
Frenetic tadpoles lesser pools do ripple.
The wind and water, color and the light
Play on the North and sonnets expedite.

19
Strong wind on the South - impatient for spring:
The grass is still tan, stacked round bales for cows;
Spring beauties emerging, promises bring,
Though naked and gray are yet still the boughs.
Blue sky, and the sun on shiny green rye;
Bright dandelion yellow spices the ground;
Small bits of bluets catch down-looking eye;
Young horses here frolic: spirits rebound.
Were not for that wind, still cutting and cold,
I’d walk with a lilt, my face to the blue:
Bleak winter is slow to loosen its hold,
But hangs to duration, for its full due,
I long for warm spring, it seems all the more
As years and time pass, the more I implore.

20
Gray leaden clouds hanging low o’re the Farm;
Ended by rain was the transient warm.
Covering blanket, with portent of harm:
Something might follow in mystical form.
Heron, great blue, springs to flight from the creek;
Two more to air, lifting, sending out sound.
Mostly there’s quiet, though, enfolding their shriek:
Land bears the burden of clouds to the ground.
Boots on the grass to eschew road’s brown mud;
Hood of the parka put up ‘gainst the damp.
Creek bank is marked now by yesterday’s flood:
Wet has the South all enclosed in its clamp.
Gone the blue skies, painted heavily gray Still must I be here on even this day.

21
Farms are all soggy in wintertime’s stead:
Mud on the road, my boots sink in wet grass.
Well graveled roads, are sustaining my tread;
Water sounds lowly as quietly I pass.
Muddied brown fields now would take a boot down,
Mid the long rows where I walked sure in fall.
Pools in there sparkle, are bright to be found:
Camera at hand, so to photograph all Walking and watching, for thoughts or the scenes,
Light finding water and throwing back gems,
Something I see and I’ll ask what it means:
Sun or in gray, ah, the North never dims.
Winter out here is a time of contrast:
Bright water, dark mud – oh, neither will last.

22
Water and light: the celestial art
Beauty the North gives, from winter’s gloom saves.
Planet’s in winter and flowers depart,
Light on the ripples of wind-driven waves,
Beads on the edges of dark water strands,
Starkly reflecting the gray naked trees,
Painting the dark mud with bright shining bands,
Chromatic splitting in varied degrees:
Angle’s just right so to catch the effect.
Even the rocks in the road take a shine,
So also blades of wet grass when erect,
Water there beaded and all in a line.
Droplets like diamonds adorn cloverleaves:
There’s so much out here if only one sees.

23
Farm sky in winter is painted more wild Background deep blue, filamented white cloud,
Some days it’s cold here, but others are mild.
Multiple contrails, too far to be loud,
Sundogs may show from ice crystals on high Sides of the sun, maybe also above.
Light may turn golden as twilight draws nigh,
Sky all in splendor, o’re Farms that I love.
Sun over painted by cloud shines as moon,
But then breaks out, and lavishes color,
Firing the clouds, with sunset to come soon:
Earth is still drab; the sky is to savor.
Farms are much more than the ground ‘neath my feet,
Always to offer some new special treat.

24
When light is just right, the bare limbs can shine
As almost in ice, though not quite as bright Thus only in winter: leaves would decline
To let in sun’s rays – a skeletal sight.
And gossamer tassels: broomsedge in brown
There catching the rays as hair of a queen.
Cold winter enables light to play down,
And sets for my lens a fine striking scene.
Ah, even the sun on pasture’s red gate,
If angle’s just so, can give it a glow;
Bright fountains in ponds for catfish look great,
They catch light and O2, making a show.
It just is a matter of looking round With camera, eyes, for beauty abounds.

25
Winter, and all is soggy, gray, so drear.
Cows are gathered around a round hay bale,
Grass is low and tan, no sustenance here.
Legs coated with mud, they trudge the dank pale.
Water trough, hardly necessary, flows
Over, and sometimes encrusted with ice.
Black mud, all churned up by tractor, one knows
Activity continues, life is twice
Made difficult, by wetness and by cold.
The weak sun, ineffectual to dry,
Has not the time to combat winter’s hold.
All hunker down as wind comes screaming by.
But then some winter days on South and North
Are brilliant, warm, as fine as could come forth.

26
I’m fascinated by the play of light:
It dances on the water surface smooth
Or rippled - pond, a stream or pool that’s slight
And temporary, in the road or groove
In ground off to the side, or in the field,
Makes jewelry of such ordinary things.
The winter’s best, when all is bared to yield
To sun’s caress, and wind disturbance brings All that is needed: wetness and some sun,
To paint with light the Farms as I come out,
With eyes alert before the light is done,
My camera’s pixels catching what’s about.
The fields are constant, but the scene does change,
Each day’s anew although it’s never strange.

27
Walking the North under wintertime skies,
Wind from the west is determined to blow,
Cuts like a knife, bringing tears to my eyes.
Jacket zipped up and my cap is down low,
Hard to keep looking for things to record,
Remnants of leaves now go swirling on by.
Even in winter I’m still in accord,
Taking the cold, will no season decry.
Yearning for shelter of trees on the edge,
Solace from wind though it rages above,
Dreaming of lying in sun in broomsedge,
Fingers are numb though they’re deep in my glove.
Walking, no whining, the heat and the cold,
All have their time, and in turn me enfold.

28
Walking and thinking and looking around:
North is wide open, by winter stripped bare.
Eyes to the sky and my boots on the ground:
Soggy and muddy, all wet here and there.
Gone is the green but it’s sure to return Just a bit longer, there’re hints of it now.
Out in the furrows, it’s there to discern There on the west side of ridges from plow.
Smooth now these ridges, untouched since the fall:
Plowed then to turn under remnants of crop.
Water of winter has worn down them all:
Slight now the rise from the furrow to top.
North is now naked, but will dress again,
Greening and growing with spring coming in.

29
Green returns slowly to brown muddy fields
As winter ages and days grow more long,
And encrusting frost to sparkling dew yields.
The grayness weakens, the light grows more strong,
First there are hints in the long shallow troughs
Between furrows winter-smoothed from fall’s plow.
Up the west side of low furrows, green froths,
Yet barren the east, brown and green lines now
Stream across the fields, with silvery streaks
From water between from yesterday’s rain.
And through tan low grass, spring moss the sun seeks:
Tough tender green, my young lawnmower’s bane.
There’s uniform beauty in summer’s green,
But I love the contrast in winter’s scene.

30
Now back on the Farms, already it’s March,
Directed by ants that led to the mice:
The clutter was cleared, no time for the march.
But now it’s all done, the Farms are so nice,
Though clouds hanging low, it’s misty and damp:
The onions and grass are wetting my boots.
Here clearing the mind with swish and a stamp:
So now I am back, sans lesser pursuits.
The henbit is purple - lady also,
And dandelion tassels, water bedecked.
Spring beauties and bluets, chickweed down low.
The progress of time and green are unchecked.
The Farms are still there, their faces intact,
Out here where I’m walking: glad to be back.

31
Grand is the view from Enology Lab,
High on a ridge overlooking the North.
Gone now the wines, vineyard needing rehab Sad I’m for that, but the view holding forth.
Stopping up here on a cold frosty morn
Headed to office in old ERC.
Farm painted white, and sun sparkles adorn,
Fog hanging low, as light veil so to be.
Sun rising golden, there off to my right,
Glints on the trellises of the old vines,
Pinecones on ground, frosted, adding their light.
Wishing that we were still making the wines.
Beautiful North from this hill up above,
Morning there early: time special to love.

32
There’s beauty even at mouths of culverts,
When sun paints water with sparkling jewels,
Be it standing or flowing, light converts,
The mundane to glory, interest fuels.
And drops of water lined up on grass blades
Become pearls on a green strand in the light.
Even in winter, some beauty pervades
Ground of the North in conditions just right.
Wet shiny surface of rocks in the road,
And shimmering wires there shining above,
Flecks of debris as the stream bears its load Light comes and away winter’s gray does shove.
Beauty out here in whatever season,
That for my walking: compelling reason.

33
In winter wet, the fields of North are barred
To boots by mud replenished by the rains.
So I’m to grass, or gravel road, still hard
Enough, though squishy too, wet there remains.
Still levees serve, and down along the creek,
The grass now low, like carpet to my stride.
In jetsam of most recent flood I seek
Life’s record in deposits of the tide.
By winter’s end, of soggy steps I’m tired,
And muddy boots, dark wet upon the toe.
My routes restricted more than were desired,
And I must give more care to where I go.
But, as in all of life, to be confined,
Enhances later freedom, as designed.

34
The North in the winter: sea of dark mud:
The roads are as bridges, grass by the creek.
But even in cold, the scene’s not a dud,
And beauty is here, though weather is bleak.
White skeletal stalks of cotton are left:
Stick up in the mud, so also old corn,
Plowed under last fall, of purpose bereft,
There rotting, replenish soil now so worn.
I follow the green here now coming on,
Emerging and spreading out over brown.
Was waiting inside, or by the wind sown?
Brushed on by the light, to cover the ground.
So winter lays bare, enables the spring
To paint once again, and new art to bring.

Anytime

1
The South has strange and special places: yon
Observatory to the stars on high Such view wants dark, and so is sited on
A hill deep on the Farm, to touch the sky.
But stands a modern Stonehenge now because
Light hates the dark and will not leave for long.
There’re fenc’ed plots with remnants of man’s pause
To stay the land, now joy and sorrow gone.
The best is beaver’s work, this engineer:
His dam well sited, hopefully from harm,
Beneath downfall from storm of Feb one year
Made quite a pond: it was for me a charm.
The South is life, a special place indeed:
This and the North are all the parks I need.

2
Walking easily out on the North Farm,
Where the land is as flat as a pancake.
Walking strenuously out on the South Farm,
Where the land is hilly as a bundt cake.
Oh, I’m smoothing it here when I’m hiking,
With my mind all engaged by the soft things.
Ah, I’m roughing it there when I’m working,
With my mind all encumbered by hard things.
Could I not these Farms’ ambiance savor For I have to be outside for thinking Would I not in my office so labor,
And I might just be inside for drinking.
With the Farms in my life I’m reflective,
Then the work of my life is effective.

3
Three miles down the middle, South is defined
By creek flowing south: Catalpa its name.
Somewhere on down there to north realigned,
By GTR flows, as one and the same.
So flat down the middle, hills on both sides,
By woods mostly bordered: east and the west,
Horse Park at the bottom, track there resides.
Full six miles around: South puts to the test.
Here horses and cattle, hogs and some sheep,
There’re squirrels all around, coyotes are seen.
Great Blues, cattle egrets, from the creek leap,
Aloft, hawks and buzzards, survey the scene.
A visitor, I, for these it is home,
From all that I see, these verses I comb.

4
North lies all flat in the creek bottom low:
Foot of a ridge running west to the east.
As for the crops, we have got’em in tow.
Woods on the west, on the north and the east.
Tall standing corn, greening, then brown and dry,
Soft rustling cottonwoods, they the spring downed.
Blackberries, taters and peanuts are nigh,
Soybeans are thick, green and lower to ground.
Cotton deep green, blooming, bowling as snow,
Turf grass is manicured, evenly mown.
As if marijuana: high does grow,
Even some weeds for research here are grown.
Trucks, people, tractors, and even a plane,
Out on the North: I come here to stay sane.

5
The North is bottom land from two big creeks
That join together in a reverse Y,
Dirt cut down to stone, the water seeks
To move along out here under the sky.
Levees aligned against the flood of fields
Were cleared of brush the year before the last,
But even now floods rage between these shields:
Deep water - ten feet, thirty wide - flows past
With flotsam, jetsam: bottles, logs and toys.
I see result in line of such debris
There on the levee, but now gone the noise
Of storm before - I wish that I could see.
Someday I’ll walk the very teeth of storm,
To see the creeks rage far away from norm.

6
Even the mud hard by pasture’s long fence,
Trampled by horses into jumbled mess
Art in the making when sun’s rays come hence
Fire sparking on the dark surface wetness.
Streaming green filaments sinuously wave
Shine ‘neath the surface down in a small ditch.
Over the Farms I continuously rave:
How gloom to beauty can suddenly switch.
Even poor green scum can also be fair
When light is just right for casting the scene,
Water and sun give the mud its own flair,
Changing this gumbo to something serene.
Farms and their residents take all that comes,
Bring all together in positive sums.

7
As Hardy said: so random change is norm,
And ordered life persistence is denied.
The beavers’ dam is overflowed by storm:
So on the South is second law applied.
At least by random chance the waters ran
And so destroyed at once what they built up:
That better than by calm intent of man
To intervene and nature’s work disrupt.
Beside the road, a skunk’s black fur is all
That’s left of life that did provide the food
For something else before it too would fall:
The chain of life: we can but call it good.
By power cord, computer hangs from bridge What tale this tells, what hope this did abridge?

8
The gated South leaves animals at peace:
At RecPlex parked, I go ‘hind soccer field,
Red holly’d corner, by the fence a piece,
Step over concrete ditch that once revealed
Therein a muskrat: passing by, I’m sure,
For this is but a shallow flow, no place
For such a creature long there to endure.
On by the plots, tall grasses wave to grace,
Jump ditch and up to Physiology,
Then woods on right; left: pasture doesn’t lack,
Nigh beef barn, cows, and Country Club I see,
Horse Park at bottom end with harness track.
I’ve hiked three miles then, all on western side,
Good company: cows, horses there reside.

9
On bottom of South is highest of hills,
View sweeping to north: the stadium seen Each time I’m up here are yet some new thrills,
Spread out before me is all the Farm’s scene.
On down the hill, the main road by the creek
Takes me by cattle, I turn o’re a bridge,
Up telescope hill, bulls, East Corral bleak.
Now woods on my right, and ridge after ridge,
By the headquarters, then lots of horses Even more horses to northern extent,
Round by pecans, and poultry resources.
Softball now blocks, southern detour I’m sent Swing back to the north, again the main road,
Six miles around – I come here to reload.

10
The clouds feign constancy that is not true:
You cannot see them change upon a stop,
But change they do, on South, against the blue The pattern shifts, new canvas goes on top.
And so the water in the mainline stream
That swiftly flows, there down beside the road,
And scintillates mid privet’s evergreen,
O’re pale of limestone bottom bears its load.
Smoke from a smoldering pile of wool from sheep
Profanes the air but will not stay for long;
No worse than hogs, this temporary heap The Farms recover form, remember song.
The clouds and streams and air here always change Familiar e’er, and yet are ever strange.

11
Sometimes the cows come running as I’m seen:
Up to the fence, and then they follow on
Until a pasture corner intervene
And stops pursuit; their object then is flown.
Could food it be they thought I had, perchance?
Or was this just some cattle thing to do?
Did I the pasture’s ambiance enhance?
It must be dull for grazing to pursue,
Perhaps was good this energy to burn,
Though nothing from it was so clearly gained,
But once again the placid mud to churn Whatever else could be for cows attained?
I am a part of all that’s on the Farm,
And never would I ever do them harm.

12
After a rain, on the South I’m one day:
Something was shining, upon a levee,
Lit by the sun, it was gun metal gray.
Could have been missed: in the grass hard to see,
Body eight inches, claws on to the tail Crawdad – ole granddad (or crawfish to some),
Looked like a lobster, just done in half scale.
Out from the ditch, to misfortune had come:
There it was now, all immobile and still.
Each has its place here of safety and home Out of that range and it forfeits its skill,
Wanders, but why so? - where predators roam.
Life has its limits, and death is outside,
What ho! – for all, it’s one heck of a ride.

13
Surface, disturbed, of water works with light
To sparkle, stream, make visible the flow.
Expanding circles gleam: bugs surface smite.
And surface tension raises curves to glow
Round thin protrusions penetrating through
The darkened shallow surface: sticks and grass.
Like ripples from ethereal canoe,
Illuminate and shine the water’s pass.
A temporary stream beside the road,
This flowing jewel shows science and beauty well,
For one can mark the pattern fluid has flowed,
And still can marvel at the shimmering swell.
The rain brings water to receive the sun,
And so on North a brilliant dance is done.

14
I’ve chronicled the route: the South around,
But various connecting roads there are
Affording several loops, when shorter bound:
Some gated, but do not a hiker bar.
By netted ponds for cormorants goes one Black swimming birds that would on catfish dine.
And walking by the catfish ponds is fun:
Oxygenating water sprays there shine.
Or by the hog barn - care to be upwind,
The grunts and clanking doors give special sound.
By creek in forage site my way I wend,
Or by some cows with stomach windows round.
So many opportunities out here:
Sights, sounds and smells - to senses ever clear.

15
Down hill, on trail, there from the ERC,
And out onto the North: I see it all Four miles around, though inter-routes there be:
On road, on grass, or through cut fields in fall.
By wooded ridge there on the western side,
Wood-shielded railroad tracks follow to creek.
The trestle stands entwined from flood’s high tide,
Secluded sandbar there that lovers seek.
Back loop was once the quietest part, but now
By-pass brings traffic to the northern edge.
More woods then once again the quiet endow,
South edge at highway and I wish for hedge.
The North is open to the world, but still
Its fields and crops, and bounding woods me fill.

16
Betimes I come upon a fallen deer
Brought down by coyote, maybe a wild dog This mainly on the North, in winter drear,
When woods are open, veiled by morning fog.
Soon scattered are the bones, ribcage remains,
As death gives life to things upon the ground;
Down buzzards, carrion crow, from their domains,
Will clean the rest until there’s no more found.
This only is a part of Farms’ life cycle,
And so I note it here, of beauty none But life and death dance deftly to recycle:
The panoply of life is never done.
As well as large things, small things also fall,
I note in passing, one goes down: rise all.
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I watch in sadness as the years encroach
And progress presses on perimeter
Of both the Farms: as houses, roads approach.
The by-pass brushed the North, was harbinger
Of more to come - the South will see its bound
On east become a road to campus; good
This is for entrance, but will cast its sound
Where now the only voice is from the wood.
The semi-circle half-mile loop at back
Of North was its most secret place, but now
Has been laid open by the highway track.
Against South’s fence is sign of dozer’s prow.
Soon houses will replace the wooded edge;
Fine view they’ll have – to me a sacrilege.

18
These Farms are dear to me, an engineer The North at rear of office, pathway clear;
The South is near to house, for weekend cheer That both are here is meet for my career.
May see some deer: too quickly disappear,
Or only hear them in the woods so drear No thing to fear: not come to interfere,
I am a mere and humble Farm compeer.
Domed hemisphere: blue sky, white clouds appear.
From troubles veer, though they may be severe Better than beer: I walk to persevere:
I’m all in gear, when Farms and I cohere.
In any year, when life would bring a tear To Farms I steer, this would-be sonneteer.

Other verse
out there

Thanks
Thank God I'm at an Ag school,
or so it once was such,
Where there is need for Farms here,
and so they’re here for me.
They intersecting nature
with all my technical life.
I could not be myself - Oh no,
and I would not be here
Were not the Farms here too.

Purpose
The Farms are here for the cows, of course.
Some even have windows in their sides,
Where curious students follow the progress
Of roll’ed bales of hay from in and on to out.
The Farms have horses, and pigs are out there too,
And sheep - one saved, by coyote taken down,
When I came along walking by that day,
Catfish there too, with lagniappe of white egrets.
The Farms have crops in test: how best to grow.
Corn and cotton, soybeans - all planted in their rows.
Turf grass, sesbania, and kenaf for its fiber.
The latter might look familiar but better not smoke.
The Farms have a spirit of yet a world apart,
Wildflowers paint the fields, and line the roads.
Yellow, white, purple, the reds, and blue.
And even scopes there are for turning to the stars.
The Farms are for me though too, dear part of my life.
There walking all alone, so lost in my thoughts.
I couldn't be me, were it not for the Farms,
The hours out there enable all the rest.

Church
The cows, they sing the bass out here,
with horses for the tenors.
The altos are the birds, you see,
the insects sing soprano.
There's obbligato from the locusts,
and an organ fine out here
That's no more than the wind I hear
in trees and rustling cottonwood leaves.
I'm closer to the source out here
on any Sunday morning.
My Church of the South Farm,
peripatetic thoughts and worship.
Where redwings are the acolytes,
and flowers drape the altar.
White vestments on the cattle egrets,
and black robes of crows here.
The message comes from straight on high.

Colors
If I could paint the farms with words,
there'd be so much to say:
Light green up in the trees
for leaves turned o’er in breeze.
White dots for egrets there
round edges of the catfish ponds.
Green for blowing sweep of grass
all o’er the undulating hills.
White for the cattle in
anticipation, march to fence.
White, stronger, for the upsweep
of the cattle egret's wing.
Black streaks on high against blue sky
for circling buzzards there.
Black spots on gray of skeletal tree,
where crows are perched to call.
For coyote, tan on white of sheep,
down taken in the chase.

White for the limestone soil
from bottom of an ancient sea.
Broad shiny yellow swatches:
buttercups in fields in spring.
Dear Queen Anne's lace, staccato white,
so for the parsley hedge.
Like snow, but white with pink:
spring beauties covering the ground.
Vervain is purple all along
the banks of unmown creeks.
Those banks all white of privet hedge
a ‘blooming in late spring.
And later elderberry crowns
arise to grace the stream,
Emblazoned later in high summer:
yellow with sunflower.
These but small vocabulary
of the palette’s paint.

Brown
Grass

You might think it is silly, I don't think it strange,
That I love to lie down in brown grass.
There is reason, oh, really, I choose to arrange
So my thoughts on these trails as I pass.
Rising up from the past, way back when I was young:
Ah, this thing that I have for brown grass.
For memories will last when the song has been sung,
And then thoughts of the present surpass.
Oh, the kids that we were in the fields of the fall,
Back then building our huts of brown grass.
So is that now the answer, the telling of all:
Maybe later to lie with a lass?
But it's deeper than that, than that childhood delight,
This warm memory now of brown grass.
It's my own love affair with a world full of light,
When I'm free from the tele-morass.

I have bedded with science and the telecom nets,
Long away from those days of brown grass.
On them placed my reliance, I laid down my bets,
To press on through the Internet gas.
I've a love/hate with tech, the tulipian dot:
Not at all what I found in brown grass.
At a screen there to peck is reality not;
Knew I how, I'd go fishing for bass.
From a bridge on the farm someone hung a PC,
Over creek bordered, yes, by brown grass.
A symbolic alarm, one continues to be
Full of life and not technical sass.
It's a marvelous world, but life never computes:
True reality’s there in brown grass.
So frenetic the swirl, information pollutes:
Artificial intelligence as.

Went from griding then on to computing the flow See it moving the waves of brown grass.
But still longing I’ve been, softer things e're to know:
Wanting art, music, poems, so alas.
Yet I know that I have through my science to repay,
Thinking back now again of brown grass.
For humanities salve, there at end of the day,
As I go from my supercomp class.
Filling ever my mind, moving frontiers on out,
But in spirit still there in brown grass.
With the protocol pointers, those binary bytes,
Create logic to fill my atlas.
Music, wine and the arts - so can we digitize?
For me all these are one with brown grass.
In such matters of heart, ah, I would fantasize,
So much more these than bits and that brass.

Flew up close to the flame and I got some things done,
Soaring up there above the brown grass.
Even made me a name; had my time in the sun,
Ever trying for critical mass.
Coming close, but not all, though I made us some rain,
As it were o're these fields of brown grass.
But we live once, then fall, though we yearn to regain
The imagined we see in the glass.
Hear an owl by my house, chuck-wills-widow in spring,
Calling out from trees over brown grass.
But I'm bound to the mouse, not a poem to make ring:
Must not peers on the net embarrass.
Dostoevskian tale, “A Ridiculous Man”,
I read lying in sun on brown grass.
From that, driven, can't fail, ever striving to ban
Being thought such in final canvass.

Fiber bandwidth abounds, no more need to be there:
There are virtual walks in brown grass.
Even put in the sounds of the birds in the air No, I want it all real as I pass.
Now I have deep inside only half I would be,
And still walking the farm in brown grass.
Never wanting for pride, yet still wishing to see
More in me than this technical crass.
Not to science always true: I've gone off with the muse,
There to lie with her out in brown grass.
But I'll pay what comes due; I could never refuse
For them both in my life to amass.
Guess I painted in code - it was all that I had,
Coming low from down there in brown grass.
But I longed for an ode, maybe one not too bad,
To rhyme, sing or dance, paint on canvas.

Well, I've done the hard stuff, as we engineers do,
Leaving others to walk in brown grass.
But not nearly enough of the flowers there too,
Add an "es" on Missi'ppi molass’.
But I wonder, betimes, if I did it again,
Could return to the days in brown grass.
Had I chosen to wander, my heart her to win,
With the muse, not this info impasse.
For a man is no more than the chemical flow,
Leaving nothing behind in brown grass.
Not with info the core, making virtual glow:
Lo, that even a simple man has.
And the spirit's all gone when reactions are done,
For there is no celestial brown grass.
It's all here in the now, might I wish it not so:
No mysterious heavenly windlass.

I've run out of the words that go well with my turf,
Irrepressible thoughts of brown grass.
So I'll fly with the birds, through the clouds I will surf:
And with java, virtual demitasse.
While I've left here a lot, was there something to say?
Something other than love of brown grass?
For with all that I've got, wishing more words today,
But what now have I left but "cutlass"?
So when finally gone, please don't think it absurd:
On this farm in a field of brown grass,
There with Kirian song and Faulknerian word,
You scatter this computer man's ash.

